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Introduction 
 
Proprietary company surveys are usually acquired and processed to optimize the data quality for 
one or more specific objectives with fixed budget constraints. Later in the life of the survey, new 
play concepts may arise, or there may be a need to better image shallow drilling hazards or 
deeper targets for waste-water disposal. In contrast to a proprietary survey, service company 
“speculative surveys” are usually acquired and processed to provide the best over-all image. In 
general, the service company does know the detailed play concepts of a given customer; indeed, 
their goal is to sell the same speculative survey to as many customers as possible. Finally, many 
new exploration plays are covered by older seismic data that was acquired to image what are 
now highly mature fields. These data may have been obtained through asset acquisition, data 
trade with a partner, or through the use of 3rd party data brokers. Given all these factors, there 
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are usually a few processes the interpreter can evaluate in an effort to improve resolution and 
reduce ambiguity. 
 
Like medical doctors following the Hippocratic Oath, seismic processors are trained to “do no 
harm” to the seismic data. They use all of their insight, skills, and the technology of the day to 
produce as good an image as possible without introducing features or artifacts that may 
somehow bias the interpretation of the data. In contrast to the seismic processor, the 
interpreter’s job is to extract the most information possible from the data. The interpreter often 
has access to well data, knows the depositional environment, and either knows, or wishes to 
evaluate a suite of potential play concepts. Although the interpreter does not have access to all 
of the high-tech tools of the seismic processor, by having access to geologic models and 
additional data, the interpreter can be more aggressive with the relatively limited tools at his or 
her disposal. Whereas overly aggressive filtering by the seismic processor might be considered 
as “biasing”, “massaging”, or “hammering” the data, the same filters applied by an interpreter 
can be quality controlled through their understanding of geologic processes, modern and ancient 
analogues, and their access to well control. 
 
The main tools include amplitude balancing, band-pass filtering, spectral balancing, structure-
oriented filtering, and footprint suppression.  

Amplitude balancing 
 
In general, amplitude balancing should be avoided, because it can negatively impact any relative 
amplitude processing that has been applied to the data volume. If necessary, aaspi program agc 
found under the Single Trace Calculations tab will apply a running window automatic gain control 
to the data: 
 

 

Spectral balancing using the continuous wavelet transform program spec_cwt or 
spec_cmp 
 
The AASPI has three spectral decomposition algorithms using the continuous wavelet transforms, 
program  spec_cwt, which runs the fastest, complex matching pursuit program spec_cmp, which 
runs slowest but has higher temporal and spectral resolution and constrained least-squares 
spectral analysis program spec_max_entropy, which also has very high temporal and spatial 
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resolution. There is also a spectral cross-correlation algorithm, program spectral_probe, which 
does not decompose an amplitude volume, but rather generates a suite of normalized 
crosscorrelation coefficients with a suite of sine and cosine single-cycle wavelets. This algorithm 
(and spectral “voice” components as well) often highlights fault terminations that are better seen 
at one frequency than at another. 
 
Program spec_cwt resides under the Spectral Attributes tab:  
 

 
 
When clicked, the following GUI appears: 
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You may remember that we ran this program in Part 1b. In the image above, I added two red 
boxes that show that the default parameters are to (1) spectrally balance the seismic data, and 
(2) generate the reverse CWT reconstructed data. If you do NOT o the spectral balance option, 
you will find that the reconstructed data look almost identical to the input data volume (so long 
as you specified a sufficient number of frequencies to span the spectrum).   
 
In spectral decomposition, the seismic data are decomposed into their spectral components. The 
spectral components can be expressed as the magnitude and phase, or as the voices. Adding the 
voices reconstructs the original data. Alternatively, if we choose to flatten (spectrally balance) or 
even “blue” the spectra, we can reconstruct a broader band, and thus higher resolution data 
volume. In the AASPI software, we simply call this the reconstructed data or for the F3 volume, 
d_recon_F3_0.H. Examining the orange box in the GUI above, note that we chose a 1% spectral 
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balancing factor. Let’s look at the results first and then dig a little deeper. The input data looked 
like this 
 

 
 
and the spectrally balanced data like this: 
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At first, the data look very similar. However, if you able to animate between two images and look 
at the zones highlighted by the colored boxes, you will start to see some differences. In the red 
and yellow box, we can see more reflection events. In the green box, the same reflection events 
are more easily distinguished from each other. In the purple and cyan boxes, the reflectors are 
better resolved and the unconformities sharper.  
 

How to QC your result  
 
The goal of spectral balancing is to make the spectrum as flat as possible, without increasing the 
noise. Typically, the spectral falls off at both the low and high frequency ends of the spectrum. If 
we are two aggressive in increasing the high frequencies, the reflectors will “ring”. Instead of 
exhibiting a simple wavelet with a peak-trough-peak pattern, we could end up with a peak-
trough-peak-trough-peak-trough-peak-trough-peak pattern. Some processors will say that we’ve 
added more lobes to the data. To determine if we have been too aggressive for the signal content 
in the data, we can use our understanding of geology. In the purple and cyan boxes, the better 
resolved reflection events terminate cleanly, and do not cross the angular unconformity. 
Although steeply dipping, the faults included in the red and yellow boxes, and below the bottom 
of the green box are now sharper. Simply said, examine the response near unconformities, and 
if you have them, across the more shallowly dipping faults. If the spectral balancing results 
produce events that blur these discontinuities, reduce the percentage to 2% or 4%. 
 

Examining the spectra of the survey before and after spectral balancing 
 
In the AASPI software, the spectral balancing parameters are the same for the entire survey. We 
chose this option in order to preserve the relative amplitudes of the original seismic data. In 
essence, we are shaping a single time-variant wavelet for entire survey, much as we would use 
different wavelets for poststack impedance inversion at two different levels in the data volume. 
To examine exactly what was done, on the aaspi_util GUI I go to the AASPI QC Plotting tab and 
(for my data) plot the file average_magnitude_spectrum_cwt_F3-8-12-80-120.H . There are three 
panels to examine.  
 
The first panel is of the vertically smoothed average spectrum, where the smoothing was defined 
to be ±0.5 s in the orange box in the spec_cwt GUI shown above. This smoothed spectrum is used 
to balance the data using the equations provided in the software documentation.  
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The second panel shows the original (i.e., before vertical smoothing) average spectrum for the 
entire data volume. As you might expect, there are slightly more high frequencies in the 
shallower part of the data, with a magnitude or 2500 (in green) appearing at 90 Hz at t=0.6 s, and 
only at 70 Hz at t=1.6 s. Also, note the narrow (implying relatively flat) higher magnitude anomaly 
about t=1.0 s. Sometimes such patterns (peaks and notches) in the spectrum correspond to 
interference patterns between reflectors. To avoid removing such important events, we balance 
with the previously displayed vertically smoothed spectrum, not the one shown here. The 
spectrum is laterally smoothed over all the traces in the seismic data volume. 
 

 
 
 
The third panel shows the average spectrum for the survey after spectral balancing. Note that 
the high magnitude red anomalies now extend from 25-90 Hz for the package at t=0.6 s and from 
20-80 Hz for the package at t=1.7 s. These time varying spectra are now relatively flat, so that 
when we analyze the data for thin-bed tuning, we are evaluating the resulting spectrum from the 
geology, rather than the spectrum of the seismic wavelet.  
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Applying a bandpass filter to the balanced results to suppress migration operator aliasing 
 
Note that the spectra taper off towards the edges and correspond to a band-pass Ormsby 4-8-
90-120 Hz filter applied to the balance data and defined with the purple box in the previously 
displayed spec_cwt GUI. If the data were sampled at 2 ms, I would have left the algorithm taper 
itself using the equations defined in the documentation. In general, we do not wish to enhance 
the low apparent frequencies in the data. In the F3 data volume, the low apparent frequencies 
correspond to steeply dipping noise  called migration operator aliasing. To better understand this 
problem, let’s assume your seismic shot gathers were filtered to reject all data (signal and noise) 
that fall below 10 Hz. Let’s also assume that the maximum reflector dip is 20°. Then the lowest 
apparent frequency associated with signal in the migrated volume will be 10cos(20°) =9.4 Hz. In 
contrast, aliased 25 Hz migration artifacts dipping at 80° will have an apparent frequency of 
25cos(80°)=4.3 Hz. We therefore want to construct a filter after spectral balancing that rejects all 
the data (which for this example is only noise) less than 9.4 Hz.  
 
In most applications of depth-migrated data, the goal is to not only account for the  laterally 
heterogeneous velocity overburden (think pull-up and push-down artifacts) but also to image 
steeply dipping sedimentary and fault plane reflectors. If the seismic survey was sampled 
sufficiently dense to image such steeply dipping signal there will be little aliasing for those dips, 
and the balancing coefficients will be computed from the signal rather than from the noise. 
However, there may still be operator aliasing that appears at steeper dips, as well as migration 
swings that can be due to limitations in sampling, to the migration aperture, to the migration 
algorithm, and most commonly, to errors in the velocity-depth model. Be forewarned that 
spectral balancing may increase the amplitude of such artifacts. 
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Examining the spectral scaling factor 

 
The seismic spectrum at each sample is multiplied by a time-spectral scaling factor that is an 
inversely related to the temporally smoothed average spectrum shown in Panel 1 above. To 
examine this scaling factor, I plot a file called average_scale_spectrum_cwt_F3_8-12-90-120.H 
and obtain the following image: 
 

 
 
Parts of the spectrum that appear as black are suppressed, those that appear as green, yellow, 
and red, have been significantly increased, and those that appear as blue have been only slightly 
modified, if at all. As an interpreter, if you are uncomfortable with the amount of amplification, 
you can change either increase the percentage used in balancing or apply a more restrictive 
bandpass filter to the output. 
 

A little theory 
 
A few of you may want to know the mathematical implementation used in spectral balancing and 
spectral bluing, which I reproduce from the software documentation in the gray box below: 
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Evaluating alternative spectral balancing parameters  
 
 Spectral balancing is a well-established practice in the processing shop that goes by several 
names, including spiking deconvolution. The goal of spiking deconvolution is to improve temporal 
resolution by changing your seismic wavelet into a sharp spike that exhibits a flat spectrum over 
all frequencies supported by the sampling interval. A common workflow is to first apply spiking 
deconvolution to the data, which not only flattens the spectrum of the signal, but also flattens 
the spectrum of the noise at both the high and low end of the spectrum. The processor then tests 

Theory: Spectral balancing and spectral bluing 
 

Flattened spectra are obtained by balancing the power. The power of the jth trace is simply the spectral 
magnitude squared: 

2( , ) ( , )j jP t f a t f= .     (16) 

This spectral magnitude is averaged over all traces j=1,…,J in the survey and a 2K+1 sample vertical analysis 

window  to obtain the average power for each time slice t 
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The peak of the average power spectrum at time t is defined as 
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With these definitions and a prewhitening value of α=0.01 (1%) the flattened magnitude spectrum is computed 
as 
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Traditionally, the goal of seismic processing was to produce a flat spectrum. However, Neep (2007) and others 
built on earlier “colored inversion” work that showed the reflectivity spectrum derived from good logs behaves 
as fβ where 0.0 < β < 0.4. The more general spectral bluing filter is then               
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multiple bandpass filters to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and resolution of the resulting 
image. 
The AASPI software allows a version of this “parameter evaluation” workflow. Rather than apply 
your best (educated!) guess of which parameters to use to the entire data volume, you can apply 
a suite of potential parameters to a key line (or other subset of the data) to see their impact on 
the resulting images. Returning to the spec_cwt GUI, click on the (1) Spatial operation window 
tab:  
 

 
 
For the F3 data volume the (2) Min Line No = 100 and the (3) Max Line No = 700. I change these 
to be 200 and 200, such that I limit the application to only one line. The computation of the 
average spectrum is from the data decimated in the (4) inline and (5) CDP or crossline directions. 
The default parameters of 5×5=125 indicates that computing the time varying spectra in order to 
determine the average time-variant spectra for the survey needed for spectral balancing 
increases the total computation time by only 0.8%. Clearly, we can’t compute the spectra of every 
5th line if we only have one line to analyze. A pop-up warning window will appear and then asks 
you if it’s OK to set the decimation number to be 5×1. You will need to click the Execute spec_cwt 
button again. 
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Let’s change the (5) Spectral balancing parameter (%) (α in equation 19 in the Theory section 
above)  on the Primary tab and set it to 10% rather than the 1% used earlier. I set the (6) Ormsby 
filter corner frequencies to be 8-12-90-120 Hz to minimize the low apparent frequency artifacts. 
The default value for the (7) Lowest output frequency  falls below the f1 value of the Ormsby 
filter, which implies that if I were to calculate it, I would then set it to zero, which makes no sense. 
A warning pop-up window appears telling me so. I therefore change it to be 10 Hz. Finally, I don’t 
wish to overwrite my previous output where I used 1%, so I change my (8) Suffix to read “8-12-
90-120Hz_10%”.  
 

  
 
I rerun the program and plot the file d_recon_cwt_F3_8-12-90-120Hz_10%.H . 
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Comparing the results to the original data and that spectrally balanced using a 1% value, I note 
that it falls in between the two previous examples. Go run some tests on your data volume to 
determine which parameters are appropriate. Once you have determined those parameters, 
apply them to the entire data volume. 
 

Spectral bluing 
  
Traditionally, seismic processors and interpreters have felt that the ideal spectrum should be flat. 
This objective is clearly correct if we wish to use the spectral components for thin bed tuning 
analysis. However, Lancaster and Whitcombe (2000) and Blache-Fraser noted that a better 
assumption might be to compute the spectrum of the seismic impedances which they find has 
the form f-γ where for their well logs γ≈0.85 . The reflection coefficients are measures of the 
changes in impedance and is often well-represented by a simple vertical derivative operation. 
The spectral response of the derivative is operation is i2πf. The ideal spectrum thus has the form 
f-γ+1 fβ where β=-γ+1 or β=0.15 for their study. The primary objective of their study is to come up 
with an improved version of relative impedance inversion where the available well logs may not 
fall within their survey. For us, this implies that real (unattenuated) seismic reflectivity response 
should be bluer. Going back to the Primary tab in spec_cwt, I change the “bluing parameter” to 
be 0.15: 
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as defined in equation 20 in the Theory box above and run the program to obtain the following 
results: 
 

 
 
Where the change in amplitude between the 15 Hz and 90 Hz component from the previous flat 
spectrum is about 50%.  

Footprint suppression using the AASPI footprint suppression workflow 
 
Acquisition footprint describes patterns in subsurface data time or depth slices that are highly 
correlated to the seismic acquisition geometry. Marine towed streamer surveys will exhibit 
footprint in the sail line (in line direction). Older, single streamer data as well as surveys acquired 
in areas with strong tides or currents exhibit more footprint suffer from navigational problems in 
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placing the next shot line than multistreamer surveys and those acquired in relatively quiet 
waters.  Marine data are often 2 to 4 times more densely sampled in the inline direction (with 
closely spaced hydrophone groups) than in the crossline direction which directly impacts the time 
to acquire the survey. On land, orthogonal shot and receiver lines result in orthogonal footprint. 
Brick acquisition patterns result in brick footprint. Receiver lines at a non-orthogonal angle to the 
shot lines result in hexagonal or other footprint patterns. All but most densely acquired surveys 
suffer for acquisition footprint in the shallower part of the data, where the stretch mute results 
in lower fold and errors in velocity estimation have the greatest effect. In general, the acquisition 
footprint heals with depth. For time-migrated data, the footprint pattern is quite consistent with 
depth. Therefore, as an interpreter, a best practice is to examine and remember the footprint 
pattern on shallow time slices before interpreting subtle amplitude and attribute anomalies on 
the deeper slices. For depth migrated data, lateral changes in the overburden will bend and 
distort the acquisition footprint, making it harder to recognize and harder to suppress after 
migration.  
 
In the processing shop, there are multiple tools available to help suppress acquisition footprint, 
with the most powerful being 5D interpolation and least-squares migration. Unless you are 
involved in the survey design and definition of the processing parameters, as an interpreter, you 
may have little insight as to how the data were acquired and processed. If the data have been 
obtained through a merger, data trade, or other means, the original shot gathers and acquisition 
geometry may have been lost.  Although some of the processing steps may be recorded in the 
SEGY header, none of the geometry beyond the final bin locations is available. The goal in this 
exercise is to determine what we can do to suppress acquisition footprint if all we have is the 
final migrated data volume. 
 

Using attributes to characterize the acquisition footprint pattern 
 
Seismic attributes enhance subtle lateral changes in the seismic data volume. They also enhance 
(actually, exacerbate) coherent noise such as acquisition footprint. This is perhaps easiest to 
prove for the Sobel filter, which is computed from the inline and crossline spatial derivatives of 
seismic amplitude along structural dip. The effect of a first derivative in the x (or inline direction) 
is to multiply the spatial spectrum by ikx, thereby enhancing short wavelength (extreme positive 
and negative wavenumber, kx) parts of the data.  
 
The first step in footprint suppression is to recognize it on various attributes. Here, let’s plot a 
time slice at t=0.316 s through the energy ratio similarity, the Sobel filter similarity, and the 
curvedness: 
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where in all three images we see “stripes” in the inline direction. Energy ratio similarity is most 
sensitive to lateral changes in the seismic wavelet, Sobel filter similarity to lateral changes in 
amplitude, and curvedness to potential errors in the velocity, resulting in slightly overcorrecting 
and undercorrecting the gathers. In this later case, the difference in the trace offset for different 
bins gives rise to a structural footprint that often appears as U-shaped patterns vertical slices 
through the seismic amplitude volume. For the F3 data volume, the Sobel filter seems to have 
the cleanest, or best resolved footprint. At t=1.156 s, the footprint (yellow arrows) is much 
reduced, but still contaminates the image 
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Invoking the AASPI footprint suppression workflow GUI 
 
Find the (1) AASPI Workflows tab on the aaspi_util GUI to open the following workflows: 
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Clicking (2) AASPI Footprint Suppression Workflow brings up the following GUI: 
 

 
 
In general, the footprint suppression is applied to the original seismic amplitude volume, 
although it can be applied to an attribute volume if desired. (1) Enter the seismic amplitude 
volume to be filtered, then (2) the attribute that you think best represents the footprint pattern. 
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The (3) first step in this 7-step workflow is to characterize the footprint by applying a vertically 
oriented median filter to the attribute volume. Clearly, there are many anomalies of geologic 
interest, such as channels and faults, in the data volume that we wish to differentiate from 
footprint. In addition to lateral periodicity, the footprint pattern persists vertically in the data for 
a constant overburden velocity. In this example the median half height is 0.25 s. Few channels 
will exhibit a vertical anomaly greater than the dominant period (0.05 s for a 20 Hz wavelet). 
Likewise, most faults are not perfectly vertical. In terms of Scale and Bias, we note that the Sobel 
filter and other coherence (similarity) volumes exhibit a high similarity at 1 and a low similarity 
at values at 0. Many surveys have no-permit zones and irregular boundaries. Few surveys have 
the number of bins equal to a power of 2, 3, 5, and 7 used by the fast Fourier transform, requiring 
padding. By flipping the value of similarity to range from high similarity at 0 and low similarity at 
1, we pad these no data areas with high similarity zeroes. To further reduce edge-of-the survey 
artifacts (the Gibbs’ phenomenon), we smooth the edges of the survey multiple times. The 
iterative smoothing used here is adaptable to any irregularity in the survey coverage. 
 
Click (4) Execute step 1 and wait for two images to appear: 
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The weights will be applied to each time slice of the attribute data before computing it kx-ky 
spectrum. Although there are no internal no-permit or obstacles in the data, you can see that the 
iterative smoothing has generated nice tapers in the upper left-hand part of the survey. The 
resulting tapered attribute volume (where I have flipped the color bar to correspond more to the 
original) shows quite large left-to-write footprint anomalies throughout the survey. 
 
In (5) Step 2, we slice the attribute volume and compute its kx-ky spectrum. 
 

 
 
 
In general, we will want to use a Laplacian of a Gaussian filter to first smooth and then sharpen 
the spectrum. I end up with the following image: 
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Note the spectral magnitudes are greatest in three areas (1) near the kx=ky=0 value that represent 
very long wavelength patterns (e.g., flatter geology), (2) at  ky=0 and ±14 cycles/km which I 
assume are associated with the number of lines acquired for each pass of the boat (flip-flop 
sources with n streamers), and (3) at the very highest ky wavenumber values which I hypothesize 
has to do with cable feathering. Note that I said “assume”. At this point of my analysis, I have no 
ideas how the data were acquired and processed; rather, I am using Fourier theory to estimate 
the periodicity in the data. This same pattern appears shallower in the data, where the footprint 
is stronger.  
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Deeper in the data, the strong footprint overprint goes away, and is replaced by periodicity in the 
geology, where the NW-SE trending lineaments corresponding to the strike of the clinoforms 
gives rise to a pattern in the kx-ky spectrum. We will want to be careful not to include this part of 

the spectrum when we design our spectral notch filter. 
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In step 3, I slice the amplitude volume and compute its kx=ky spectrum. 
 

 
 
and obtain the following spectrum: 
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Note that the same footprint pattern appears, but that it is now diffuse, and therefore more 
difficult to define than on the spectrum of the smoothed Sobel filter similarity attribute. Most of 
the seismic energy (the long wavelength, flat events about the origin) fall within the white circle 
with a radius of 4 cycles/km. I will use this value in my construction of the filter notches. 
 
In Step 4, I define the notch filter, based on my visual inspection of the attribute and seismic 
amplitude spectra: 
 

 
 
I do not wish to reject any flat lying signal, and in this data volume, it appears to fall within (6) a 
radius of k=4 cycles/km. Animating through the data, I also note that the footprint pattern is very 
similar from the top of the survey down to t=0.316 s. I am comfortable assuming that this pattern 
continues deeper, but because it is weaker, its spectral response diminishes with timeI therefore 
pick just two time slices to define the footprint. . After a little experimentation, I set the threshold 
(to identify a peak) as being 1.5 over the median value rather than the default value of 2. The 
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default values were designed for land surveys where footprint is usually more of a problem and 
where the pattern is in both the inline and crossline directions. 
 
 
 

 
 
The notches defined at t=0.156 s (the shallowest time slice) will be replicated up to t=-0.004 s. 
The notches defined at t=0.326 s will be replicated down to the bottom of the survey. The notches 
between t=0.156 s and t=0.316 will be interpolated between the two time slices. I click Execute 
Step 4. The resulting notches at t=0.316 s look like this: 
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In Step 5, this “mask” will multiple the spectra of the seismic amplitude volume, thereby 
removing those spectral components and (hopefully!), some of the footprint: 
 

 
 
The resulting “noise” looks like this: 
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Note that the noise pattern continues into the no-data area in the NW part of the survey. This is 
because the kx-ky filter don’t know about mutes and dead traces. In Step 6 I will  adaptively 
subtract this noise pattern from the original data volume. 
 

 
 
The default values are to least-squares fit the noise pattern to the original seismic data using a 
suite of overlapping 50×50 bin windows on each time slice. The resulting images look like this 
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Note that the values are zero in the NW corner of the survey that was padded with dead traces. 
The filtered data look like this 
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which I compared to the original data: 
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I see very little difference in the two images. Note that amplitude of the least-squares fitted noise 
time slice is only 10% of the amplitude of the original data. This implies that the major footprint 
patterns in the data are not periodic. Such aperiodicity could be due to difficulties in maintaining 
the designed acquisition parameters due to tides, currents, or simply the technology of the late 
1990s. Let us know how this works on your data volume. 

Structure-oriented filtering using program sof3d 
 
This will be our last exercise in this short introduction to data conditioning of the seismic 
amplitude data volume. To run sof3d, find the Geometric Attributes tab and drop down to 
program sof3d : 
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The following GUI opens: 
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In my case using the F3 data volume, I was quite happy with my spectral balancing results, but 
was not with the footprint suppression results. I therefore (1) enter the file d_recon_F3_8-12-90-
120.H as my input volume. Because the filtering is always along structure, I next need to enter 
(2) the inline and crossline components of dip. Following Hoecker and Fehmers (2002), I also add 
the energy ratio coherence as a constraint. The details of when to use Kuwahara filtering and 
when to use to not filter at all are described in the software documentation.  
 
Next, I define a suite of filters. Normally, you would pick the one you think best. For well balanced 
data, the PC (Karhunen Loève) filter is usually best. For data with spikes in them (such as with 
common offset or common azimuth volumes, the alpha-trimmed mean or lower-upper-middle 
filters are more robust. I’ll review these filters in the lecture part of the course and details are 
provided in the documentation under the Help button. Be sure to (5) Output rejected noise for 
each selected filter. A best practice is to always examine the data you have thrown away to ensure 
that you have not rejected valuable parts of the seismic data. Here is the input (spectrally 
balanced data) 
 

 
 
and here is the corresponding PC filtered data and the rejected noise: 
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Let me change the amplitude scale to better examine the noise: 
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This looks as it should be. Note there is a great deal of operator aliasing (steeply dipping swinging 
events) that have been rejected. The events are piece-wise smooth, and the faults sharpened. 
Note also that there is little rejected noise in the top 0.3 s of the data. This result is because the 
coherence used to guide the filter is particularly low in this zone and falls below the level of 
slow=0.3 set in the Primary parameters tab. Setting shigh=slow=0.0 would allow the Kuwahara filter 
to operate in this area, although it might create false discontinuities. 
 
Let’s look at the results from the mean-filtered data volume: 
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where in the second (noise) image you will note that the mean filter has rejected some 
components of the signal. 
 

Cascading filters 
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Rather than apply a single filter with a large analysis window, it is more computationally efficient 
to cascade two filters using a smaller analysis window. Such cascading also allows the filter to be 
tapered and to adapt more accurately to curved structure. If I wish to run a 2nd PC filter to the 
previously filtered volume, I simply make it the input and change the value of the Suffix to read 
“2” (so that I don’t overwrite the first volume): 
 

 
 
Let’s look at the results: 
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Note that less noise is rejected by the 2nd iteration. In general, two iterations are sufficient, with 
the 3rd iteration making little difference. 
 

Effect of structure-oriented, edge-preserving filtering on coherence   
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Now let’s compare the effect of such filtering on our broadband coherence computation. I define 
the following parameters for program similarity3d: 
 

 
 
For reference, let’s plot a time slice through the original seismic data (before spectral balancing 
and before structure-oriented filtering):  
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\\Time to apply these workflows to your data! 
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